
Back to School
Strategies and Timelines

for Safe and Impactful Learning in 2020



At OIC, the safety and wellbeing of

our students is our number one

priority.

Since the start of 2020 rocked the world of education, we have gained a lot of

experience in how to deliver a world-class innovative programme, while at the same

time providing excellent pastoral care.  In line with the advice from the Government,

Public Health England (PHE), and the Boarding Schools' Association (BSA), we have

put together timelines and comprehensive strategies for the next year and beyond –

ensuring that our students’ future is in good hands.

 

This document will outline the key actions we are taking to safeguard the physical

and mental health of our students moving forward. 

Letter from Chief Education Officer and College Principal

Innovating our strategy for the next academic year

Our academic strategy

Our Supercurricular provision

Extracurriculars and boarding life

Welfare, pastoral care, and counselling

Medical approach and precautions we're taking

Timelines and arrivals for current and incoming students

COVID-19 FAQ
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Innovating our curriculum and skillsets

Our goal remains the same as it has ever been – to get our

students the future they deserve. Even in those exceptional

circumstances, we are willing to go the extra mile to reach it.

Along with our innovated programme, we have come up

with a full COVID-19 educational strategy, accounting for the

difference in university admissions in the coming years and

the long-term effects of the pandemic. To support our

students, we have also digitalised and expanded our offer of

supercurricular, extracurricular, and university preparation

activities. This innovation has far-reaching benefits that will be

there to stay beyond 2020.

The response from our community

The implementation of this new programme has been a

great success, and one that has been proven by the universal

acclaim of our students, parents, and overseas partners. We

are grateful for the incredible outpouring of support,

gratitude, and community spirit we have experienced over

the last two months – from our Year 13 students organising

an impromptu graduation, through the supportive parent

emails coming through every day, to the incredible thank-you

video we have received from our students. We have also

been contacted by our alumni, who express pride at seeing

their alma mater continuing with our exam preparation

(SCITs) even despite the move to remote learning.

Amazingly, the college has also received more physical gifts

to ensure our safety – including safety gear gifted to us by

our parent community. 

It is difficult to quantify how much we appreciate these

expressions of support. The strong relationships we have

with our community continue to propel us forward as we

look for the best ways to keep the young people in our care

growing and learning.

Changing times call on agents of change, especially in

a situation as challenging as the once-in-a-generation

crisis of COVID-19. OIC is at a great advantage in

this respect - we have always been quick to evolve

and adjust to the maximum benefit of our students.

We are incredibly proud of everything the college

has done to adapt to this new situation: from

keeping parents informed as the

crisis escalated to the safe passage of our boarders

ahead of the scheduled end of term.

This year, the challenges we had to rise to were very

sudden, and it was an emotional time for all of our

teachers and staff to send off our students.

However, it gave us an incredible sense of pride in

our ability to innovate, which led to a creation of a

brand-new Remote Learning Programme. The

programme blends the benefits of online learning

with the spirit of the traditional OIC education.

Looking ahead 

We are all looking forward to the next academic term

and are now planning for how we welcome back all of

our students to a safe environment. Undoubtedly, for

the time being it will be different, more structured, and

with safety protocols in place. However, we are

confident that we can create an environment where all

our students can study and be welcomed back from

around the world safely.

Of course there are challenges and concerns which are

shared by all our parent community. We hope that this

document provides answers to all your questions, as well

as a sense of security and confidence that we will make

all decisions with our students' best interest in mind.
A Letter from 

Yasmin Sarwar, Chief Education Officer

and Kim Terrar, College Principal 

I wanted to thank all teachers

and staff for your hard work

and dedication during this

pandemic, and for guiding us

through this difficult situation. I

can never thank you enough for

that. You definitely made a

difference for me.

Dhanya, Year 13

Studying Maths, Chemistry and Biology

Future career: medicine
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Academic

Supercurricular and Career Development

Extracurricular and Personal Development

Welfare

The provision at OIC consists of four main areas:

Over almost twenty years, this formula has been applied successfully by Yasmin

Sarwar and her team. University Cambridge Student Union described it as ‘The

Winning Formula’ in a publication highlighting the best schools around the world. 

This year, however, is unique. To navigate this new reality, we continue to reach out

to our contacts at top universities worldwide and provide our students up-to-date

and first-hand information from them.

Due to the changes that the post-pandemic world might bring, as well as the

differences in competition level at top universities over the next few years, we have

come up with tailored academic strategies for all our year groups both for our

current and incoming students.

While our current students continue to follow the process devised in their

personalised strategy, for our incoming students we are planning one-to-one

sessions to discuss their academic plans.  Each incoming student will have an

individual academic strategy, which will be discussed upon enrolment. We also

continue to send pre-arrival documents outlining the plans for the next few months.

New incoming students have also been issued invitations to the OIC Summer Six-

Week IGCSE programme.

Innovating our strategy for

the next academic year

Six-week IGCSEs Programme

Summer University Preparation

Programme

One-to-one academic tuition for A-

Level and GCSEs bridging courses

Before you start your academic year, you can

gain a competitive edge by attending one of

our pre-sessional courses:

If you would like to know more about which

course would best fit your academic strategy,

please get in touch with our Admissions team

at shortcourses@oxcoll.com.

Courses for new incoming

students - summer 2020
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Live learning

All live lessons happen within Microsoft Teams. Teachers and students continue to work

in small classes with lessons being interactive. Lessons have been timezone-adjusted and

interspersed with directed study time, making sure that every OIC student can

comfortably follow their own timetable regardless of where they are in the world.

According to both parents and students, these lessons have been both effective and

impactful; and we are constantly looking for ways to improve. Our teachers are actively

developing new ways to inspire students via Teams, including engaging graphics, visual

aids, and Q&A sessions.

This year we are supplementing our academic strategy with Remote Learning

Programme. While it is a key goal of ours to return to face-to-face learning as

soon as possible, we also want to make sure that any remote learning that we

do provide is of the same quality. The key features of our remote learning

provision follow our traditional four-pronged approach:
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Weekly SCITs, or weekly assessments

We continue to hold weekly assessments as part of our exam preparation curriculum.

We are very glad to report that we have not only maintained the integrity of the system,

but have seen greater engagement from students and parents in the process. We are

looking forward to devising a proctoring system in the future.

Mentoring sessions and supercurricular activities

As a component of career preparation, supercurricular activities are a key part of the
OIC formula. Students have access to timetabled activities and mentoring sessions, as
well as our extensive university preparation programme. 

Innovated directed study programme

Whereas live learning, exams, mentoring, and supercurricular sessions have always been
a part of the OIC curriculum, for this programme we have innovated the directed
studies programme. This component allows us to pinpoint exactly what are each
student’s strengths and weaknesses in each subject, as well as identify areas where they
can be supported. More importantly, student learning continues to be impactful.

Our Academic Strategy



What is the purpose of supercurricular activities?

By engaging in supercurricular pursuits, one is developing their academic and personal experiences by

going above and beyond the conventional classroom syllabus. Performing well in subject exams and

building extensive classroom knowledge is essential; fostering a sense of academic passion and aspiration

towards university subjects and possible future careers is not something done instead of classroom

studying, but very much operates in parallel. The term “extra-curricular” is used as a broad reflection of

things which one may do outside of the classroom, conversely, “supercurricular” includes the processes

of developing students into motivated and independent learners. We want to maintain a purposeful

environment to nurture academic passion and self-discovery. 

Our Supercurricular Provision
The term “extracurricular” is used as a broad reflection of things which students may do outside of the

classroom. Conversely, “supercurricular” includes the processes of developing students's career skills.

This year we have built upon the foundations of the supercurricular department to innovate online

activities, including:

Remote work experience - OIC-tailored university talks and webinars - Remote career meetings -

Unifrog career platform access - Summer University Preparation Programme
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How do we guide our students' career development? 

Integral to the Supercurricular Department is the delivery of individualised 1:1 sessions and Career

Meetings, where students are categorised and supported within groups of related academic

disciplines. Therefore, our students do not only enter university applications with strong grades, but

also a tangible appreciation and understanding of their future subject and career plans. To that aim,

the Super Curricular Department is guided by two underpinning principles: (1) to develop rounded

individuals by offering opportunities to build upon personal skills and experiences; (2) to enable

students to be as competitive as possible when applying to top universities.

In addition to offering students a package of clubs and societies, we also customise innovative

programmes to enhance the student experience – examples include workshops on the growth

mindset, essay writing masterclasses, networking sessions and university preparation activities.  The

Department can be conceptualised into six main strands.



We are expanding 

to make sure our student can

socially distance themselves in as

much comfort as possible.

In autumn 2020, we will be

acquiring new teaching premises as

well as boarding accommodation. 

We're providing this extra space

so that the college community

continue to thrive, fostering the

spirit of friendly competition

among OIC's four academic

houses (Azura, Spires, Redox 

and Blackwells) on the field of

sports, Olympiads, volunteering,

and charity work.

7

Extracurriculars
and boarding life



Welfare 
and pastoral care
Our welfare provision at OIC is based on personal relationships and an

overall ethos of mutual respect, openness and care. Whether it be in

Oxford itself or a “remote” Oxford, we provide an atmosphere in which

students can be happy, confident and have the freedom to grow into

themselves. The feedback we have received so far suggests our strong

structures to support pastoral care are working effectively as students study

remotely.

All our students know that they can turn to any member of staff for

concerns or simply support. We are proactive in reaching out, offering

encouragement and positive feedback to keep our students’ minds clear and

their focus sharp. Our counsellors take care to discuss each student

individually, flagging and following up on any concerns immediately. We also

foster healthy competition between our four academic houses.

As with all school activities, our welfare department is always exploring new

opportunities to reach out to students, taking full advantage of technology to

bind our community together.

Fortnightly progress tutor meetings

Regular welfare clinics

Regular welfare one-to-one sessions

Specialised counsellor available for drop-in conversation

Weekly Challenges - photo competition, drawing contest, meme

collections

OIC Online Noticeboard and social media activity

Online Assemblies

Online Graduation

Instagram Yearbook

Online cultural event 

To support our students, we have added a remote welfare provision:
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The latest Government guidelines (published
29/5/2020) provide details about implementing
protective measures in educational settings; we will be
adhering to all current guidance and any updates. In
addition to guidance from the Government and Public
Health England, we also carefully follow guidance
from the BSA (Boarding Schools Association).

Our priority at all times is the health and wellbeing of members of our
school community. Even before the outbreak of Covid-19 reached Oxford,
OIC had established cleaning and medical protocols to detail how we would
keep our school community as safe as we possibly could. We have
continued to respond to a dynamic situation and develop our procedures as
the pandemic has evolved. All students will be covered under National
Health Service (NHS) healthcare provision. We will have in-house health
personnel as well.

We will also be offering a private medical health insurance, which will
give students access to private medical care in Oxford.

What is the OIC approach?

Our preventative measures include both education around hygiene and
resources to support this (protective face masks, waste disposal, promoting
the Government’s “catch it, bin it, kill it” message) and detailed cleaning
protocols (including having additional cleaners in the college and the most
suitable cleaning products).
 
We have risk-assessed all aspects of college life to minimise shared
resources and ensure frequent, appropriate cleaning. We are aware of
underlying health issues that might make some members of our college
community more vulnerable than others, and we liaise with students,
families and medical professionals (where appropriate) to ensure that our
plans include details about how we mitigate risk for these individuals.

PPE, including face visors, and virus

testing available to all students and

staff;

Cared-for isolation in dedicated

isolation units;

Prevention and treatment, including:

In-house health care provision,

Opt-in private health insurance

with access to private medical care

in Oxford;

NHS (National Health Service)

medical cover for all students.

Social distancing measures in the

college, including acquiring two new

teaching and accommodation sites.

The specific actions we are taking

include:

More information is included in the FAQ

section (see page 15).

Medical approach
and the precautions we're taking
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Opt into private medical

health insurance

We have partnered with Access to Healthcare who have provided us

with a bespoke AXA insurance policy for all our students that wish to

opt into private medical care. Please refer to the OIC Student

Medical Healthcare Insurance Cover document that will be sent out

by Student Services. 



Student feels unwell  and reports to staff member

Our sickness and recovery process
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Trained staff member assesses student* and

decides on steps to be taken

Student recovers 

In-house medical care

NHS medical care and

hospital specialists

Oxford private medical
care, private hospital and
medical specialists
(optional private
healthcare insurance
available)

Student recovers 

In-house medical care or appointment at local GP surgery

organised for student

In-house medical

professional advises to

seek further care

*Full sickness and recovery process policy will be made available to

students at enrolment. 

For specific COVID-19 care please refer to FAQ on page 15.



Timeline for 2020: Incoming A-Level and GCSE students

June July August September

All pre-arrival documents
returned

OIC Online Guide to University
Admissions - accessible on
college social media

Sending out reading lists,
academic tasks and
supercurricular guide

Organising one-on-one college
academic and career meeting

Invoices and Confirmation of
Studies (CAS) sent to families

Receive updated arrival
information

Receive Headstart and
induction plans

OIC Webinar with Yasmin:
How to get into Top
Universities for
Competitive Courses: 11
July:

(information will be sent
separately)

Induction week

Parents' reception (see page 14)

Lessons begin

Welcoming all students
into the accommodation on
15-16 August

Remote start of GCSE
(Year 11) course: 17
August while in self-
isolation*

If enrolled: Remote
Headstart Programme
while in self-isolation*

If not enrolled: self-
isolation**

Start of the term: 31
August 

We're advising our students and

parents NOT to book flights until

we send out a final confirmation of

the dates. We are anticipating

guidance from Public Health England

and Boarding Schools' Association

and will be in touch as soon as

possible. If you do choose to book

flights, please make sure to choose

the flexible option to allow for

amendments.

*If self-isolation is still enforced at that time; if this changes, then the timeline will be updated.

**All students must arrive and self-isolate themselves for 14 days. For maximising the efficiency of the time spent
in self-isolation, we recommend all student consider enrolment on the Remote Headstart Programme. For further
information on care whilst in self-isolation please refer to FAQ (page 15).
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Timeline for 2020: Current students

June July August September

Continuing studying until the

end of term

Regular communications sent

out - please follow internal

emails

Organising one-on-one college

academic and career meetings

Start of the Summer

University Preparation

Programme

Start of the Remote

Goodwill Ambassador

Programme - information 

will be sent out by

Supercurricular Department

Arrive in college by 30 July

and self-isolation for 14 day

(if self-isolation measures are

still applicable)*

Induction week

Parents' reception: see page 14

Lessons begin

See page 13

*We are anticipating for all Year 12 students to arrive in college on 30 July. Those who do not attend the Summer

University Preparation Programme will have two weeks to rest and revise on both sides of the mock exam week.
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We're advising our students and

parents NOT to book flights until

we send out a final confirmation of

the dates. We are anticipating

guidance from Public Health England

and Boarding Schools' Association

and will be in touch as soon as

possible. If you do choose to book

flights, please make sure to choose

the flexible option to allow for

amendments.



*All current Year 12 students must arrive in college by 30 July. Those that do not attend the Summer

University Preparation Programme will have two weeks to rest and revise on both sides of the mock

exam week.

August 2020 timeline: Current students

If enrolled in the Summer

University Preparation

Programme: 

1-4 August: InvestIN Online

Programme

The rest of the week: revision

If not enrolled: revision

Week 1* Week 2* Week 3 Week 4

Proctored mock exams 

Mock exams at college

If enrolled in the Summer

University Preparation

Programme: continuation of

the programme in person

If not enrolled: rest and

prepare for the start of the

term

Term starts

If enrolled in the Remote Headstart
Programme with incoming students:
arrive on 15 August (see timeline for
incoming students on page 11)

If not enrolled: arrive on 15 August 
for self-isolation period

Current Year 12

Current Year 11

13

*Activities in Week 1 and 2 may be conducted in self-isolation (if still applicable).

For maximising the
efficiency of the time
spent in self-isolation,

we recommend
students enrol on the

Remote Headstart
Programme.



Parents' arrivals

and reception

14

At the beginning of the year, the tradition at OIC is to hold a

reception for all parents coming to drop of their children. We have

always treasured this opportunity to welcome them - parents are

an integral part of the OIC community and our key partners in

planning their children's education.

Unfortunately, this year for health and safety reasons, we

recommend that parents do not come to the UK with their

children. If parents do choose to come, their children will be

admitted into the college boarding premises whilst parents must

arrange their own accommodation to self-isolate for 14 days

(according to the current guideline, which may be subject to

change). Our students will not be allowed to be isolated with

their parents. 

Of course, should the guidelines change, or if parents are able to

make their own arrangement, we would be very happy to

welcome them. For those that choose to come, the parents'

reception will be held after the self-isolation period (the week

commencing the first week of September). Social distancing will be

observed during the event.
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FAQ
What safety procedures will be implemented in case of an overseas arrival?

Our students can travel from Heathrow airport by individual taxis with mask-wearing

DBS-checked drivers. These are free of charge for students that opt in for

guardianship service, otherwise £75 fee applies. Students will be provided with full PPE

equipment free of charge. Upon arrival, all students will be asked to self-isolate in their

rooms and tested for COVID-19. £120 fee applies per test; students can be re-tested

upon request. Self-isolation will last 14 days (if the measures still apply by then; see

timeline on page 11). Any student that tests positive will be taken to a different self-

isolation unit in Oxford where they will be cared for by the college. They will also be

asked to download the NHS tracing app (if appropriate).

How will you care for self-isolating students?

Whilst in self isolation, we will take each student’s temperature twice a day. Each

student will receive a weekly snack pack and have weekly shopping deliveries. Meals

will be delivered to boarding residences three times a day.

How will the college ensure that all people in the building are COVID-19-free?

We will test all staff (tutors, administrative staff, house parents, catering staff etc.) one

week prior to the return of students. Any staff member that tests positive will be

asked to self-isolate and then re-test before returning to work. We will also use a

thermoimaging temperature scanner in all our teaching premises to check every

building user's temperature daily on each arrival at the college (both student and staff).

If students feel they have a fever in the morning, they can identify themselves to staff

and have the temperature test in their room.

What about cleaning and hygiene?

Detailed cleaning protocols are an essential preventative measure; additional and more

frequent cleaning will be taking place, using the most suitable cleaning products and

paying particular attention to bathrooms, door handles, light switches, banisters, etc.

We are risk-assessing all aspects of college life to minimise shared resources and,

where sharing of resources may be required (e.g. college computers or water stations)

putting measures in place to mitigate risk (e.g. encouraging student and staff to use

their own laptops and devices, as well as bring pre-filled water bottles into college).

Has the school prepared PPE or testing kits that could be used by pupils and staff?

We will have sanitisation stations and PPE gear available at all boarding residences,

teaching premises, and dining rooms. Students will get daily masks from either their

residences or teaching premises. Staff and students will wear face visors, and we will test

all staff before returning to school. Every student with a reasonable suspicion of being

COVID-19-positive will have access to both a test and a self-isolation unit. Although this

is not a part of the current guidance, there is an expectation for our students and staff to

be wearing face mask or covering and face visors.

What measures have been implemented to keep the premises of the college safe?

To make it easier to maintain distance, the college has acquired more teaching and

boarding space for this year. Where possible, all public space will have one-way walking

routes with markings and social distancing notices in all public spaces. For specific cleaning

and hygiene strategies see previous question.

How will social distancing be implemented?

Social distancing will be observed. We will have smaller class sizes wherever possible, and

one-way marked system implemented on corridors. We are also looking at creating

small student bubbles based on academic, career, and boarding groups (if possible),

where students will be living, learning, and socialising together. Meal times will be

staggered and tables divided with perspex screens. There will be no visitors allowed in

the college until it is safe; we may also ask students to bring in fewer belongings as to not

spread the virus via surfaces. We have also acquired another teaching block and

boarding house for social distancing purposes.

What about people outside the community that enter the premises?

We will carefully manage the number of people on site at any one time and take all

precautions to ensure that those arriving on site are healthy. Any visits to the college,

including visits from parents and families, will have to be scheduled in advance. There will

be a separate entrance for all essential visitors, who will be isolated until a temperature

check is taken. The tours and visits to the college will be suspended until it is safe to

resume them. In the meantime, students and parents will have access to the video-tour

of the college. We will also wait three days until relaying any incoming post to the

students as to make it virus-free. 
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FAQ
Will the college run awareness campaigns relating to COVID-19?

An education programme will be delivered for students and staff upon arrival by an
experienced healthcare professional. We will also hold counselling sessions for all
students in case of any questions or concerns.

Do students have access to in-house health professionals on site?

Students will have access to in-house health care professionals who will provide the
highest standard of medical care and make sure that the college community stays safe.
Our boarding students are registered with a medical practice only a short distance
from the college and the GPs at this practice provide us with prompt advice and
support if we need it. The doctors and nurses there continue to be available for
medical consultations throughout the COVID-19 outbreak. Students will also be able
to take out a private health insurance and have access to private health professionals
and clinics in Oxford.

Is Oxford a safe place to be during the pandemic?

Safer than most – we have access to world-class specialist medical care, including
Oxford University’s teaching site John Radcliffe Hospital. This houses Oxfordshire’s
main accident and emergency site and is also home to many research initiatives –
including testing of a Covid-19 vaccine. The doctors and nurses at all hospitals in
Oxford continue to be available for medical consultations throughout the COVID-19
outbreak.

What is the contingency plans if our students are unable to travel in September?

Since our online learning has been a success, we believe that we can offer both on-site
and remote learning simultaneously. Remote learning will be available until students are
ready to arrive, and we will make sure to provide alternative learning provision so
students enjoy effective teaching and impactful learning. No student, whether on-site
or remote, will be put at a disadvantage.

How will meals be managed?

Meal times will be staggered and tables divided with perspex screens. There will be
both hot and cold option available per meal.

If I have to arrive earlier for quarantine, will there be any extra charge for
boarding?

Students should not arrive earlier before the official quarantine dates set by the
college. There is no charge for the quarantine period including the meals.

How will social areas be managed? 

We are assessing the social areas on each site, both for students and for staff. For as long
as the social distancing measures are in place, we need to risk-assess the (usual) benefit
of shared areas for socialising with the risk of contamination via shared soft furnishings,
etc. For example, in the short term, we would need to store larger pieces of furniture
and soft furnishings in shared areas to create more open space which could be used
more flexibly.

Will the boarders who don’t live in boarding houses within walking distance from
school have to take the bus? 

All students that don’t live within walking distance will be provided transport by the
college. Social distancing measures will apply as necessary.

Will there be any gatherings or social events?

Where possible, we will conduct all larger events virtually until it is safe to do otherwise. 

Will there be any option to stay over half terms and other school holidays? 

The boarding houses are already open throughout half term and Easter holidays. We are
also looking into the possibility of keeping them open throughout Christmas break if
necessary.

What will happen if an international student is not able to arrive to the UK in time
for the start of term? 

They will study our full remote programme and travel to the UK as soon as they can.

How would the school offer education support for international students should
there be a resurgence after September? 

Depending on circumstances, we would provide a combination of face-to-face teaching
and our remote learning programme.

How does COVID-19 affect teenagers? 

While no-one is truly immune to the dangers posed by COVID-19, teenagers within the
age group cared for by our college are in the lowest risk of all. It According to Imperial
College London research, only 0.3% of symptomatic COVID-19 cases in ages 10-19
required hospitalisation. Between the low risk and the prudent precautions taken by the
college, we believe that we can offer our students a safe environment to learn and
socialise.

I have a question that is not listed here. Who do I contact?

Please reach out to OIC Admissions (tania@oxcoll.com) or Student Services
(jenny@oxcoll.com). 
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https://covid19vaccinetrial.co.uk/


We are here to support you.

If you have any questions,

please write to us at

info@oxcoll.com. 

Oxford International College is the UK's top-ranked A-Level college. Write to us at 1 London Place, Oxford OX4 1BD, UK or call at (+44)1865 203988.

This document is current as of 9/06/2020 and will be updated as and when necessary. We will be emailing any updates to all parents and students directly.

@oxcoll

@oxcoll


